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date this year. At the primaries the nomination

was captured by a Tory, Timothy Hogan, present

attorney general of the State. The Eepublican

nominee, while about equal to Hogan in most

things, exceeds him in one respect. He makes no

false pretense of democracy. The candidate of

the Progressive party, Arthur L. Garford, is not

so well known, but seems by far the best entitled

to democratic support of the three. s. d.

Advantage of Direct Primaries.

Direct primaries this year give voters a chance

to quiz candidates for nomination as well as elec

tion. Quizzing, however, should not be confined

to promises for the future. In the case of present

members seeking to be returned, questions regard

ing the past offer better opportunities. This

especially applies to the action of members, claim

ing to be democratic and progressive, on measures

that should have had the support of every con

gressman opposed to privilege.

abilify of a member to pass on the merits of a

measure without help of a party declaration.

Among others whose position on the measures

mentioned might be ascertained is Congressman

Stringer of Illinois. As the principal candidate

for the Democratic senatorial nomination against

reactionary Eoger Sullivan, it is important that

progressive Democrats know to what extent he

represents them. Was he one of the 27 who voted

for the Bailey amendment? Did he vote for the

passage of the George bill in its original form?

What has he done to help the Crosser bill? Did

he oppose amendment of the radium conservation

bill? Mr. Stringer should make these matters

clear, not only that voters at the primaries may

know to what extent he differs fundamentally

from Sullivan, but also that they may judge how

he measures up to the democracy of Eaymond

Kobins, who will be his opponent at the general

election, should Sullivan be defeated.

s. D.

Among these measures may be mentioned the

amendment to the Alaska government railway bill

proposed by Congressman Bailey of Pennsyl

vania. Had that been adopted the money spent

for building the road would have been returned

to the people through a tax on land values in

Alaska. The amendment was defeated by a vote

of 126 to 27. The vote on this measure affords

an excellent test of a candidate's democracy. Let

those seeking renomination be asked how they

voted, if they did not dodge, and why. Another

good test is afforded by the vote on the George

bill reforming the assessment system of the Dis

trict of Columbia. As introduced it would have

abolished gross favoritism in assessments in the

District. The bill was first loaded down with

hostile amendments, which were finally eliminated

and then the original bill was rejected. Candi

dates should be allowed a chance to explain.

Then, again, there is the Crosser bill to munici

palize the street railway system of Washington.

Although favorably reported on by the District

Committee it has not been allowed to come to a

vote. Here is another chance. A bill providing

for retention by the federal government of title

to radium bearing lands was amended into an

unrecognizable shape and made useless. These

are but samples of a number of tests offered to

congressmen to prove their democracy. Since

they relate to matters not mentioned in party

platforms they better enable a voter to gauge the

Mexico Still in Danger.

The Constitutionalists of Mexico have now such

an opportunity as comes too rarely to leaders in a

great cause. A revolution to free the land has met

with sufficient success to put in control those who

have led it. But that is only half the battle. The

revolutionists have, won against physical force.

They have yet to win against cunning. It is in

spiring to hear that in Northern Mexico the work

ers on the farms are this year for the first time

getting the entire product of their labor. This is

what one year of freedom from landlordism has

done. It is now the task of the government to

keep the land free. It can not do so by dividing

it into small holdings. It can only do so by mak

ing it unprofitable to hold land for any other pur

pose than to put it to its most productive use.

There is only one sure way of doing this under

modern civilized conditions. Holders of land

should pay to the state its full annual rental value,

exclusive of the value of improvements. This

ground rent should pay all public expenses. There

should be no taxes whatever on industry or its

products. Under this system there will be no hold

ing of large tracts of land in an unused or partially

used condition. Yet, to prevent the new govern

ment from adopting this system there will be no

lack of cunning efforts. Plutocracy will work en

well meaning but poorly informed officials to se

cure substitution of futile devices. Herein lies the

greatest danger to the new government and to the
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final success of the revolution. Vigilance is still

needed in Mexico to secure its dearly bought lib

erty, s. D.
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JUDGMENT TIME FOR "CROWNED

CRIMINALS."

The poor enslaved masses of Europe dare not

speak, so let us speak for them. Those whose

wretched bodies are today food for cannon are

dumb, but the crimson streams that flow from

their lacerated flesh shall run crying "Mercy!"

to all the children of men. Those wounds, poor,

poor, dumb mouths, now ope their ruby lips to

beg the voice and utterance of the tongues of

men, and this speaking calls for the demolition

of every rotten throne and vengeance upon the

crowned hellions who use men as pawns and

nine-pins.

Let us not forget that we, too, have stalking

about our land a "robustious, perriwig fellow,"

whose blatant tongue cries for increased arma

ment upon American shores and armed vessels

to sail the seas.

Let us blush that we have two members of the

cabinet of a peace-loving President base enough

to ask that our army and navy shall be increased

in efficiency and power until their strength shall

awe the world.

At this moment, however, the advocates of this

infamous doctrinie are pilent. With Europe's

streams running red with blood; with her indus

tries languishing; with already weeping orphans

and widows in despair; with the achievements of

a half century of peace scattered to the winds and

civilization set back a thousand years—surely

that doctrine reeking with the bloody filth from

deep, dark pits of shame, has received its death

blow. For let us not forget that all these nations

have pursued that savage policy. For decades

these nations, under the lead of the "war lord"

of Germany, have been preparing for peace by

increasing and perfecting the implements of war.

Let us remember the infamous lie and fully know

that to increase armaments and amass munitions

of war is the greatest incitement to war. That is

the inevitable effect of the policy of the war gods.

Oh, shame! Oh, infamy unspeakable! Outrage

infinite !

Is not this treachery of crowned heads of no

concern to us? Does it not menace our peace,

our health and our prosperity? Do we not pay

for it, as well as must the enslaved masses of

Europe who for a hundred years to come shall

groan under the heavy load?

The answer is already seen in the increased

cost of our living that was already distressing. It

is seen in the ruination of our import trade—a

calamity (to all but the protective tariff advocate,

who is not supposed to see very much of anything

that requires thought). But worse than these, it

is seen in the black cloud that enshrouds the

mind of the world.

Yet, let us not despair. It was Emerson who

said, "Every thought thrown into the world will

modify the world." So let the democratic spirit

of the world center its power of thought upon

the idea that when another decade shall have

passed into history every detested crowned head

of Europe shall have disappeared. I would not

speak as Cromwell did of Charles I, "We shall

take off his crown and with the crown his head,

but rather in that more civilized speech of the

aged Conventionist in Les Miserables, "I would

vote the death of the king, but not the man."

Yes, I believe this horrible world catastrophe

will awake a world-democracy that shall over

throw every crowned head, and over the portals

of the federation of nations shall inscribe the

rights of man. If this horror cannot arouse the

Spirit of Democracy to such achievement, what

in the name of righteous heaven can do it?

However, if such be not accomplished, the world

will, at least, as a lesson learned from this dark

day, agree upon universal disarmament. There

fore let not America indulge in the dangerous

folly of increasing hers.

LAURIE J. QUINBY.
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THE GLORY OF CONQUEST.

During long and bloody centuries following "the

discovery of America, the English-speaking people

and their descendants have succeeded in doing

two very wonderful things; namely—they have

tamed the buffalo and civilized the Indian. It has

been a long, wearisome, home-breaking, heart

breaking, murderous process, but it seems to have

been successful, from at least one point of view;

that is, it has succeeded, and nothing is thought to

succeed like success, though the measure of the

commodity differs very greatly in the opinions of

different persons.

If you do not believe that the buffalo is tamed,

go to the few zoological gardens of the world in

which that noble animal is now confined and see

if the remnants of his race are not thoroughly

subjugated. You look through the bars that would

hardly hold a good Holstein bullock, and there you

find this monarch of the plains, tamed and con


